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Wandelbots Teaching

Robot programming is no longer for experts alone. With Wandelbots Teaching, 
everyone on your shop floor can teach all robots new processes – with just one easy-to-
use user interface for all robots 

Program complex path geometries 
easily by demonstrating

Enable your team to 
operate robots easily

Discover the next level of automation 
— also for small lot sizes

Save time and money thanks to flexible 
and fast programming

Works OEM-independent on cobots 
and industrial robots

Works for multiple applications
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Step 1

Demonstrate

Step 2

Edit

Step 3

Run

Three Simple Steps 
to Teach Robots
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Step 1

Demonstrate

Demonstrate and record even complex robot paths in seconds. Using the TracePen, it is 
very easy to map a path right on the workpiece – e.g., a new weld seam for a robotic 
welding process.
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Demonstration and recording of single points or complex paths  

Various tool tips similar to manual tools, e.g. a welding gun tip 

Automatic sensing and recording of tool orientation and speed  

Exact path recording defined in mm (1:1 mapping on the workpiece)  

AI-based detection of motion type and smart blendings



Step 2

Edit

Edit robot paths as easy and joyful as never before. Use the unified Wandelbots 
Teaching interface for all robots – without any programming skills.
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Step 3

Run

Run the new robot process and apply it to all robots. The Wandelbots Teaching software 
automatically generates the right and safe code for all robots at your production line.
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Standardized user interface for all robots    

Intuitive editing of paths and single points (e.g. add, delete, refine, etc.)  

Subsequent speed control and adjustment  

Live control of I/O signals 

Process/path editing via 3D visualization 

Real-time testing of processes

 
 

No-Code Robotics (automatic code generation without robot programming/without 
robotic experts)  

Compliance with current safety standards and legal requirements  

Compatibility with the individual infrastructure



Applications

Wandelbots Teaching is suitable for plenty of application of all industries. It is especially 
designed for path intensive applications such as welding, gluing or grinding, where it 
offers the biggest benefit to the user. Furthermore, Wandelbots Teaching can be also 
used for point to point applications such as pick and place or inspection. With the 
TracePen in their hand users will experience a scenario very likely to what they already 
know from handworking applications. E.g. the wireless pen can function as a welding 
gun for a welder.
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Industry Use Cases

Volkswagen 

Innovation in Visual Inspection

Wandelbots makes it easy to mark test points for end of line 
testing. The solution was used to teach a robot to recognize and 
evaluate the specific test points on a car engine. The collected 
data was then analyzed using artificial intelligence.

Rotop 

Pick and Place of  

Hazardous Material

Wandelbots helps to guarantee workplace safety by enabling a 
robot to shift radioactive pharmacies from one working station to 
another.

KET 

Deburring Application of  

Plastic Components

Wandelbots supports KET with deburring complex, round plastic 
components. This way we automated an everyday tasks in the KET 
factory and showed how to safe time and costs.
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Welding

Gluing

Grinding

Pick and Place

Inspection

Spraying

...

Currently, Wandelbots Teaching supports selected robots, e. g. from Universal Robots and 

Yaskawa. Additional robot brands and models are already being integrated. 

Find out more here: https://wandelbots.com/en/robot-programming/



Wandelbots Robotics 
Platform
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Wandelbots is a No-Code Robotics Platform that enables 
working with robots with easy-to-use solutions. Once the 
software runs on a robot, it offers countless possibilities to 
operate and optimise robotic applications. 

The platform aims to be OEM-independent and serve as 
a plug and play hub for any equipment, application and 
industry. OEMs can implement their own applications via 
SDKs using the Wandelbots software stack.

OEMs



We are Wandelbots
Wandelbots believes the world will change for good if people focus on their creativity 
and give monotonous work to robots. It claims ‚Robots for the people‘. The company’s 
mission is to empower everyone to work with robots. It offers the easiest-to-use robot 
programming solution, Wandelbots Teaching, and the unified Wandelbots Developer 
Platform. Robots from Universal Robots & Yaskawa at customers like BMW, Bayer, 
VW, Fraunhofer, Schaeffler, Rotop and Vitesco run on Wandelbots. The company has 
partnered with leading OT system integrators in Europe such as Gibas, Alumotion, 
Heidenbluth and Sojka. 2017 founded, Wandelbots today employs more than 140 
people from 17 countries. Its headquarters are in Dresden, Germany. The company is 
funded with more than $123 Mio. by investors like Insight Partners, Microsoft, Next47 
and 83North.
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Do you want to learn more? Visit us at: 

www.wandelbots.com

Contact

Wandelbots GmbH

Tiergartenstraße 38

01219 Dresden

GERMANY

+49 (0) 351 86264 000

contact@wandelbots.com

www.wandelbots.com

CEO

Christian Piechnick

Legal

This document is deemed confidential information and 

proprietary of Wandelbots GmbH.  This document is strictly 

private and should neither be distributed nor reproduced or 

passed to any third party without the express written 

consent of the Wandelbots GmbH.

Imprint



Contact us at: 
wandelbots.com/en/contact

Would you also like to try Wandelbots Teaching? 
Do not hesitate to contact our sales team or get in 
touch with our partners.


